Valentine's Day Scavenger Hunt
Clue #1

To celebrate this happy day, I
wanted to give you a game to play.
To find my clues you’ll have to look,
in every cranny and every nook.

Clue #2
If you don’t want this clue to be too
hard, just go look where you’d send
a Valentine’s Day card.

Happy Valentine’s Day to my sweetie
pie, the next clue is where you put on
a tie.

Clue #3

Clue #4

To find the next clue follow this rule:
go to the place where our food stays
cool.

Good luck on this next clue you
clever fox, the next clues on the
picture box.

Clue #5

Clue #6

This three-letter word can take you
places, hopefully our clue isn’t off to
the races.

Find the next clue where you count
sheep, it waits for you in the place
you sleep.
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Valentine's Day Scavenger Hunt
Clue #7

Clue #8

When you get to the place where you
might eat, be sure to check
underneath your seat!

You’re doing so well… you’re almost
there, go to the place where you
wash your hair

Clue #9

Clue #10

When you want a drink, you’ll need
one of these, if you find me.. this
clue must have been a breeze!

Now think of an object with two
hands and a face, but don’t let time
run out on this race.

Clue #11

Clue #12

When you look at it, it looks right
back, you’re doing great, you’re
right on track.

All our memories in picture form,
the last clue will make your heart
feel warm.
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Valentine's Day Scavenger Hunt
You Found it!
If you’re wondering where your
valentine is found, it’s not too hard..
Just turn around!

To Set Up Your Scavenger Hunt:
First you will want to hide all your clues.
You will hand clue 1 to the person doing the scavenger hunt.
Hide Clue 2 in the closet where ties are.
Hide Clue 3 in the mailbox.
Hide Clue 4 in the fridge.
Hide Clue 5 on the TV.
Hide Clue 6 in the car.
Hide Clue 7 by their pillow.
Hide Clue 8 under the dining table chair.
Hide Clue 9 in the shower.
Hide Clue 10 in a kitchen cabinet where the cups are.
Hide Clue 11 by the clock.
Hide Clue 12 by the mirror.
Hide "You Found it Clue" in the photo album and place the gift
where there will turn around and see it.
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